
Version 2.50 Release Date: January 4, 2024

Minor Fixes in User Experience and Functions

Main Dashboard

Admin

Compliance

Data Scan

Compliance Tracker - SOC 2, UK Cyber Essentials, and Australia Essential 8 have been added to the 

compliance tracker.

•

Compliance Tracker - Each compliance standard now has a CSV download.•

Ransomware Recovery Costs modal - The info button within the modal now has a more detailed 

description on how the Ransomware Recover Costs are calculated.

•

Integrations - the Setup Process guides now include a scroll bar.•

System Con�g - Mitigation Noti�cation Days now has a 'select all' option.•

Targets- Network Discovery - scans listed under 'Network Discovery Scans' are now able to be scanned 

again.

•

User - Using the pencil icon to edit a user is now working correctly.•

Agents - The Agent Status section now includes a CSV download.•

Microsoft Secure Score - The Recommended Actions Table now includes a CSV download.•

Scan in Progress - All types of data scans will now correctly show a status of 'Paused' when they are paused.•

Schedule a Scan - If a user selects Genetic Disorder Keywords, ICD10 Diagnoses, and/or General 

Healthcare Keywords from scan categories, they are now informed that these selections may signi�cantly 

increase the time it takes for the scan to complete.

•

Dashboard - The Mitigation Plans section is now listing all types of Data mitigation plans.•
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Dark Web

Mitigation

Site-Wide

Vulnerability Scan

Report Builder

Agents

Setup Dark Web Monitor - The IP Addresses �eld is now accepting more than two IP addresses.•

My Mitigation Plans - External / Internal Unauthenticated Vulnerability mitigation plans are now options 

to create successful mitigation plans.

•

Modal component updates - Adjusted modals to ensure that the content within the modal is not cut off 

when the browser window is not in full screen.

•

History - Individual scan rows now incorporate question mark explanations for the summary components.•

History - External Scan type - Expand a scan - 'Top 5 Vulnerabilities by Count' - Fixed a grammar issue 

when a network was unreachable.

•

Patch Manager - Root cause breakdown table - Open a workstation or server modal - Fixed an issue that 

was breaking reference links when a CVE had a published date of 'Pending'.

•

The scan dates in scan histories now accurately match the scan dates in the report builder.•

Improved Cloud Agents performance memory and speed performance to reduce the back log of Cloud 

based Data Scans.

•
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